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Credit Return Rates Return

Certain of Uncertainty
Q4 2019 Commentary

Our active approach to investing in corporate bonds delivered strong risk-adjusted returns this year. 2019 
was a year where our strategies delivered on our dual mandate of providing strong returns while also 
actively and effectively managing risk. We were able to add considerable value for our investors by finding 
attractive investment opportunities across global credit markets while maintaining a prudent risk profile.  
This enabled us to preserve capital during the periods of stress we saw throughout the year. 

The majority of our returns came from finding value in corporate bonds and not from taking interest rate 
risk. Most of the returns this year for traditional bond managers were generated by falling interest rates 
following the Federal Reserve’s decision to cut rates.  We would argue this is a “low-quality” return.  The 
reason for this is predicting the direction of interest rates is hard to do consistently – and so money made 
today can easily be lost tomorrow. For this reason, we tend to be very cautious when it comes to taking 
interest rate risk in our portfolios. Instead, we prefer to focus our efforts on taking credit risk.  A key 
reason for this is that the corporate bond market is highly inefficient.  We have an approach to that market 
whereby we have been able to consistently extract value in a repeatable fashion. Thus, the composition of 
2019’s returns are in line with what we hope to produce year-in and year-out – true added value from 
expertise in selecting and trading corporate bonds.
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Executive Summary

• During 2019 our strategies delivered strong returns by focusing on what we do best – active management 
of corporate bond portfolios combined with focused risk management.

• Globally there is a great deal of political and economic uncertainty, and as such there are very different 
opinions around what 2020 will bring.  

• In a more uncertain and volatile environment, we believe investment managers will need to be highly 
selective and opportunistic to take advantage of opportunities as they present themselves.

• Given our flexible and highly active approach to investing, we are excited about the opportunities for the 
coming year – and we welcome the opportunity to differentiate ourselves from more traditional managers. 

Source: RPIA & Bloomberg

RPIA’s strategies delivered 
on superior credit returns 
with minimal impact from 
changes in interest rates

Broad markets 
saw most of 
their returns 
come from 
falling interest 
rates and not 
outperformance 
of corporate 
bonds.

RPIA Strategies Return Profile Focused on Our Areas of Expertise – Corporate Bond Investing



A key theme in the markets today is the prevalence of elevated uncertainty. These unknowns can be found 
across many areas that impact financial markets. One of the most important is the uncertainty surrounding 
when we will see the end of the current economic expansion. Consider that this is the longest period of 
expansion we have seen since the great depression. Another key unknown arises when we look at central 
bank positioning that does not seem to reflect the current economic backdrop. U.S. unemployment is at 3.6% 
and trending lower, and yet the Federal Reserve is once again loosening rather than tightening policy.  In 
Canada, monetary policy sits on hold as Governor Poloz weighs policy normalization against the possible 
negative impacts to a highly indebted Canadian consumer. But what will the long-term implications of such 
extreme policy stances be? How disruptive will it be when central banks finally decide to “normalize” policy? 
When stuck between extremes, the effects of uncertainty can be much more acute.

It’s critical at this stage in the cycle to being highly selective when it comes to taking credit risk.  Over the last 
ten years, supportive central bank policy has been a windfall for risk assets of all types.  When one looks at 
the behavior of corporations over this period it’s clear that on average leverage has increased and 
management teams have favored shareholders over bondholders.  We have written elsewhere about the 
opportunity we see in BBB rated credit, where certain management teams have bucked this trend and started 
acting conservatively and putting the interests of bondholders first.  We continue to see attractive value in 
certain BBB rated securities particularly in a low interest rate environment. Aside from this, commentators in 
the financial press often suggest avoiding corporate bonds given this additional risk.  We beg to differ – we 
believe that investors just need to think about moving away from a passive approach to the asset class and 
partnering with an active and opportunistic manager. 

We believe uncertainty and volatility will present us with the opportunity to clearly differentiate ourselves 
from passive managers. Uncertainty means a broader range of possible outcomes. We don’t have a crystal 
ball when it comes to seeing the future.  However, we do believe that with heightened uncertainty comes 
greater opportunities for us to add value. We are able to actively increase risk and reduce risk quickly to 
reflect market dynamics, and change the composition of our portfolios to capture opportunities as they 
present themselves in real time. The fact that we are able to look beyond the Canadian bond market to find 
value gives us a wide opportunity set – meaning we can focus very selectively on only the best risk-adjusted 
opportunities.  Finally, in recent years there has been strong growth in the number of passive managers in 
corporate bonds.  These managers don’t make active investment decisions, but buy or sell based on inflows or 
outflows from their clients.  We find in practice this means that the market can overshoot on the upside and 
the downside – providing good entry or exit points for active mangers focused on value.  This is particularly 
the case during volatile periods.
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Economic Uncertainty Sits at Elevated Levels Which Should Continue Into 2020
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Relative stability in economic outlooks have been 
replaced by…

…ever increasing uncertainty (to both the up-and-
downside) which makes it harder to know if 
traditional/passive approaches will provide 
needed returns and protection of capital



Continued M&A activity will spur bond issuance and present attractive opportunities. Following the strong 
equity market rally in recent months - as well as the reduction in concern about near-term trade war 
escalation - we think many companies will be more open to growth and M&A activity. We believe this is likely 
to present opportunities to pick specific sectors and companies where bonds may offer value or acquirors may 
need financing. 

We expect to see value in securities issued by certain European banks. The European banking sector remains 
one area which is still undergoing some restructuring and with new ECB leadership - as well as less 
uncertainty around the UK election and Brexit - it is likely that bondholder-friendly actions will continue, so we 
see value across the debt capital structures of certain European banking groups.

We will continue to focus on more liquid securities and tilt towards sectors where leverage is reducing.  
During 2020 we expect to add value through re-positioning our portfolios and reacting to developments as they 
occur.  To enable this we will in general focus on markets and securities where it’s easier to transact quickly 
and at minimal cost.  This was our strategy in 2019 and we will continue to take that approach in 2020.   The 
table below highlights some sectors that we have positive / negative views on. However our focus is on 
individual companies and securities.  Within Healthcare for example, there could be some volatility this year 
as campaigning for the US presidential election takes place.  This could lead to attractive opportunities in this 
sector notwithstanding our caution on the sector overall.  In general we are focusing on sectors where 
fundamentals are stronger and where leverage is coming down rather than increasing.

During the year ahead we plan to continue to deepen our commitment to ESG.  We first explicitly incorporated 
Environmental, Social and Governance (“ESG”) factors in our investment process in 2016 – although in reality 
we had implicitly included these factors for longer.  In 2018 we solidified our commitment by becoming a 
signatory to the UN Principles of Responsible Investing. Simply put, as stewards of your wealth we believe it is 
our duty to consider the broadest range of factors when analyzing the risk of an investment.  Looking at ESG 
factors for the companies we invest in continues to lead us to think creatively about risk and leads to 
engagement with management teams that can be very fruitful. One of our “new year’s resolutions” is to 
deepen this commitment to ESG.  To this end we have formed an ESG committee with two main commitments.  
Firstly,  to improve the way we are embedding these factors in our investment process.  Secondly, to advance 
ESG through engagement with companies, peer collaboration and public action.  Please don’t hesitate to reach 
out to us if you’d like to understand in more detail our approach in this area.

We will continue to be disciplined but flexible in our investment approach.  We don’t profess to have all the 
answers when looking at the macroeconomic landscape. What we do have is an expertise in the area of 
corporate bonds and a process that we believe will serve our investors well.  This approach is to stay 
disciplined and focus only on those areas where our expertise lies.  It means prioritizing capital preservation 
during challenging times.  Finally, it involves being humble and flexible – to respect the market and act quickly 
and decisively when market conditions change.  We believe this approach is more important than ever as 
uncertainty increases. 

We thank you once again for your support and wish you the very best for the year ahead.
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View Sector Rationale

Positive

Real Estate • Benefitting from lower rates and solid debt levels

Insurance • Preference for P&C over Life given lower for longer outlook

Telecom./Media • Prefer non-cyclical characteristics and issuers deleveraging within the sector

Negative

Healthcare • Political risks outweigh current spread levels

Energy • Selective exposures with large bifurcation amongst issuers

Transport & Industrials • Mixed fundamental outlooks with possibility of high issuance in 2019



Performance Commentary 

RP Debt Opportunities

RP Debt Opportunities strategy posted a return of 3.12% over Q4 bringing the strategy’s 2019 return to 
10.40%. The majority of this return came from Short-Dated Income (shorter term to maturity bonds with 
attractive value) and Fundamental Value positions (longer-term core positions where issuers have clear 
catalysts for spread compression).

Many of the top contributors over the quarter were high conviction positions in companies where we see 
longer term catalysts for value in sectors such as Financials, Energy and Real Estate. Examples include 
Deutsche Bank, Cenovus Energy and Service Priorities Trust. The largest detractors to performance were 
credit hedges used to help manage downside risks.

The strategy was positioned conservatively during Q4 to account for the lower liquidity that usually occurs as 
markets near year-end. We express this view by focusing on high quality issuers, keeping leverage low (net 
credit leverage ended December at 2.34x and 5-year equivalent fell to 1.15x) and maintaining liquidity (for 
example, excess margin sits at 64%). Towards year end, the portfolio took profits in U.S. positions which had 
performed well during the year and rotated proceeds into Canadian corporates whose performance had 
lagged their neighbours south of the border. At the end of the quarter, the strategy retained its significant 
exposure to BBB rated companies with a preference for shorter-dated securities and issuers who had begun 
to actively de-leverage (issuers such as AB InBev and Bayer). 

RP Select Opportunities

With a pronounced compression in both investment grade and high yield spreads throughout the year, the RP 
Select Opportunities strategy posted a return of 3.06% during Q4 and a return of 12.06% for the year. The 
largest contributor to the return over the quarter was Fundamental Value (longer-term core positions where 
issuers have clear catalysts for spread compression) and Yield Opportunities strategies (short-dated 
instruments which offer attractive yields and lower risk levels).

During Q4 we saw positive performance from sectors such as Financials and Industrials. SNC Lavalin was a 
large contributor for the quarter (a position that had grown over Q3/Q4) as the company settled charges with 
the Federal government. Other contributors included positions in Barclays which saw spreads compress as 
the UK took steps towards finalizing BREXIT. Detractors included both investment grade and high yield credit 
hedges as well as select energy and pipeline positions which moved with negative market sentiment. 

The strategy remained in a relatively lower risk position during Q4. The strategy ended Q4 with a credit 
duration (a measure of credit risk) of 2.4 years and net credit leverage of 1.34x, a level prudent with a lower 
risk profile. Sharp rallies in BB rated credit led us to lower the majority of exposure within the space (in fact, 
we go into the new year net short BB rated bonds) preferring higher quality BBB corporate bonds (45% of 
market value) and selective holdings in B rated bonds and loans (28% of market value). This shift was done to 
take advantage of relative value opportunities which arose as higher quality B rated issuers were unfairly 
punished due to broad selling in this section of the market, regardless of individual issuers’ fundamentals.
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RP Fixed Income Plus

The RP Fixed Income Plus strategy returned 0.45% in Q4 and 4.68% for the year. The strategy outperformed 
the FTSE Canada Short Term Bond Index by 31 bps and 159 bps over the quarter and the year, respectively. 
This was accomplished with less interest rate risk versus the index (2.0 years vs. 2.7 years).  A continued focus 
on U.S. bonds versus Canada helped capture relative value opportunities not available in domestic markets. 

Top contributors to the strategy included positions in Financials, Energy and Real Estate sectors. Positions in 
Barclays floating rate notes benefitted from further clarification around BREXIT as did positions in AT&T (both 
CAD and USD issues) which benefitted from active deleveraging within the company including sales of non-
core assets. Positions in Real Estate sectors (First Capital Realty, Brookfield Properties) were positive 
contributors to quarterly performance. Moves higher in interest rates detracted from performance over the 
period as market participants priced in less pessimistic views on global growth for 2020. 

Exposures over the quarter were relatively stable, while we did increase holdings in select Canadian issuers 
who had experienced less spread compression than U.S. counterparts. The overall corporate bond exposure of 
the strategy sits at 69% while our duration profile remained stable at 2.0 years. Credit duration(a measure of 
credit risk) ended the quarter at 1.95 years, down marginally from Q3. Our average rating sits at A rated, a 
result of a conservative positioning going into year end. 
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Important Information

Unless indicated otherwise, commentary, returns and portfolio data is presented as at December 31, 2019. 
Index source: Bloomberg.

The information presented herein is for informational purposes only. It does not provide financial, legal, 
accounting, tax, investment or other advice, and should not be acted or relied upon in that regard without 
seeking the appropriate professional advice. The information is drawn from sources believed to be reliable, 
but the accuracy or completeness of the information is not guaranteed, nor in providing it does RP Investment 
Advisors LP (“RPIA”) assume any responsibility or liability whatsoever. The information provided may be 
subject to change and RPIA does not undertake any obligation to communicate revisions or updates to the 
information presented. Unless otherwise stated, the source for all information is RPIA. This document does 
not form the basis of any offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of securities. Products and services of 
RPIA are only available in jurisdictions where they may be lawfully offered and to investors who qualify under 
applicable regulation. “Forward-Looking” statements are based on assumptions made by RPIA regarding its 
opinion and investment strategies in certain market conditions and are subject to a number of mitigating 
factors. Economic and market conditions may change, which may materially impact actual future events and 
as a result RPIA’s views, the success of RPIA’s intended strategies as well as its actual course of conduct. 
Trade examples are presented for illustrative purposes and does not necessarily reflect a trade or current 
holding in any particular RPIA strategy.

Investments carry the risk of financial loss. Investment performance is not guaranteed and past performance 
may not be repeated. Unless indicated otherwise, all returns are presented as of the last calendar day of the 
stated month. Strategy returns are in Canadian dollars and is net of all fees and expenses. Actual returns may 
vary from one investor to the next in accordance with the terms of the governing documents of relevant 
entities. Unless specified otherwise, returns presented for periods greater than one year are annualized. RP 
Debt Opportunities strategy returns are based on composite returns of RP Debt Opportunities Fund LP Class 
A and RP Debt Opportunities Fund Ltd. Class A, from October 2009 to July 2011 and RP Debt Opportunities 
Fund Ltd. Class A. from August 2011 onwards. RP Select Opportunities strategy returns are based on the 
weighted-average composite return of a separately managed account utilizing a similar strategy from 
inception in April 2014 to June 2014, and then linked to the returns of RP Select Opportunities Class A 
thereafter. RP Fixed Income Plus strategy returns are based on the weighted-average composite return of 
separately managed accounts utilizing a similar strategy from inception in July 2010 to April 2013 and linked 
to the returns of the RP Fixed Income Plus Fund Class A thereafter. The index performance comparisons 
presented are intended to illustrate the historical performance of the indicated strategies compared with that 
of a specified market index or blend of indices since the strategy inception. The comparison is for illustrative 
purposes only and does not imply future performance. There are various differences between an index and an 
investment strategy that could affect the performance and risk characteristics of each. Market indices are not 
directly investable and index performance does not account for fees, expense and taxes that might be 
applicable to an investment strategy.


